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ROMA}I COINS FROM LANCASTER

by David Shotter.

J been
C some

as well as some fresh infJrmation on known finds. 
coins

First, theBridgeLanehoard of 1856
of about 100 early imperial denarii
together from a number of sources,
two local antiquarians ofthe nineteenth century Thomas Dalzell
and Corbyn Banow, whose notebooks were found in Lancaster
CityMuseumin 1975 (Shotter, 1990, 133).

Alice Johnson's obseryations have shed further light; first, they
have shown definitely that two reports of finds of hoards in
Lancaster, which differed in some details, in fact concern the
same hoard- It is now clear that the hoarC found in 1856 was
in fact contained in a samian-ware "inkstand" @itterling l3),
not a box as prwiously thought.

The hoard was found on August l6th, 1856 by a Mr.
Dowthwaite, and its site is placed precisely as "gardens abutting
the North-Western Railway Bridge on the quay, immediately
behind the cluster of old houses which have recently been pulled
down". This places the find in the vicinity ofPye's Warehouse.
It was also observed that the find, which was made at a depth
of approximately "one yard", appeared to represent the
redeposition of an object which may have fallen from higher
up the hill - that is, from a spot close to the exposed fragment
of the Wery Wall. Although Alice Johnson's report indicates
that the latest coinwas Trajanic, the DalzelllBarrow notebooks
show that at least one Hadrianic issue was included.

The papers also indicate that a
gold aureus of Galba (A.D. 68-
spot. This appears to be the

recorded from Lancaster.

Secondly, the papers provide information on other Roman coins
which had been recorded between c.1890 and 1910. In most
cases, however, the record does not extend to more detail than
the coin-type and issuing emperor.
A nurnber of coins are recorded from China Street, which was
being widened in the 1890s:

DuLondius or as ofDomitian (from The Black Bull Inn,
now the Duke of Lancaster).
Dupondius or as of Hadrian (from the Y.M.C.A).
Sestertius of Hadrian (from the Y.M.C.A).
Dulondius or as of Antoninus Pius (from Messrs
Sewards).
Sestertius of Antoninus Pius (RIC 630, from Y.M.C.A).
Sestertius of Commodus (from the Y.M.C.A).

These coins would, therefore, have been found in locations
outside the fort.

In addition a radiate copy of Tetricus II is said to have been
found at the Churchyard gates and a coin of Diocletian in the
garden of the Old Vcarage.

Three further coins - two sestertii of Faustina II and a small
radiate copy - are not given any find spots.

Another group often coins was found in 1910 at "The Bowling
Green"; this seerns to have lain at the northem end ofthe Mitre
Yard, under the site of the present multi-storey car park - an
area which was partly investigated in the excavations of 1973
(Jones and Shottea 1988). The coins were:

Sestertius of Hadrian (dated to A.D. 119).
Sestertius of Faustina I.
Two radiate copies of Claudius IL
Radiate copy of Tetricus II.
Four Constantinian issues, three of which were minted
in the
names of Constantine I, (at Trier), and of his sons,

Constantine II
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and Constans.The fourth was an example of the
VRBS ROMA/She-wolf

and twins type of A.D.330-5.
A copper coin of Valens.

The find spot of these coins would place them just outside the
north-east corner of the early fort, and possibly just inside the
"Wery-Wall" fort of the fourth century.

These coins, together with other new and revised information,
will be contained in the First Supplement to my Roman Coins
in North-West Eneland (1990), which will be published by the
Centre for North-West Regional Studies at Lancaster University
in 1995.

I am very grateful to Andrew White, the Curator oflancaster
Museum and Art Gallery for bringing this information to my
attention.
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ANOTHER POSSIBLE ROMAN KILN SITE IN

QUERNMORE

by P.J.Hudson

During my recent fieldwork earlier this year, while collecting
information for my Quernmore Forest research projecttv, I
was examining the area to the north and east of Deyes Beck.
My main interest was in mapping the present and relict
boundaries and defining the ancient parks and enclosures.
However, while examining an ancient ditch on the north side
of Eskew Moss I found several fragments of waster pottery
and kiln debris. Turning my attention to the area away from
the ditch, to the south, near to some undulations, I managed to
pick up some thirty or so fragments of similar material, from
the mole-hills, in an area of some 20 square metres. Several of
these fragments are almost 4 cm across but none show any
surface or shaping. The material could be from brick, tile or
pottery making and is similar to the material found in association
with the potterv and tile kilns further to the south of Ouernmore
in the Lythe VilteySO and at Mount Pleasant8l. 

-

This possible kiln,sited at SD 5255 6388, was in close
association with the original course of Eskew Beck, before
this was changed in the late eighteenth century and possibly
with the massive relict double-banked ditch (now culverted
and not in use as a field fence) still clearly seen today, but one
which does not appear to fit in with any other field boundary
system found in the area.

This Roman kiln site is also very near to the course of a
postulated f;.-oman road which may have crosse{ -this part of
Quernmote82 on a line from Lancister to Caton83.

The site needs a magnetometer sweep and full survey with a
few trial excavations before any further interpretation can be
made.
(Notes are on ll3-114)
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